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INTRODUCTION
A great number of theoretical studies aimed at understanding nervous systems have been developed recently. Our work tries to outline a formal approach to Hebb's theory (Hebb, 1949) on cerebral organization, recently reformulated by Braitenberg (Braitenberg, 1973 (Braitenberg, , 1974 (Braitenberg, , 1978 , which proposes the "cell-assembly" as the significant unit of mental processing.
Roughly, a cell-assembly is a set of neurons so strictly interconnected by excitatory synapses, that for a particular pattern of external stimuli it reaches a high level of excitation, and maintains it. In addition a mechanism is postulated to control activity of a cell-assembly through changes in threshold of neurons. Simple cell-assemblies can be connected with each other to form more complex ones.
Braitenberg conjectures that each unitary mental act (perception or PI~TORELLO, ROMOLI, AND CIXIZ~PI-REGHIZZI abstract concept) is related to the activity of a cell-assembly, which is triggered by stimulation, from sense organs or other cell-assemblies. The activity of cell-assemblies can be turned off by inhibition either localized or spread over large areas of the cortex.
AS a formal model of a cell-assembly we propose a place-transition net, similar to a Petri net (Petri, 1962) , consisting of the elements depicted in Fig. 1 .
Tokens, which represent elementary amounts of stimulation, come into places from afferent transitions, and remain there until the transition is enabled and fires (firing models the spike of a neuron).
A transition is enabled when the number of input tokens equals or exceeds its threshold; firing consists of empting input places and sending a token along each output arc to efferent places.
Although modelled after Petri nets, our nets have undergone substantial changes to conform to nervous net behavior:
-Transition enabling requires the overall presence in the input of a sufficient number of tokens, no matter how they are distributed in the places.
-Upon firing of a transition all input places are emptied.
-A place cannot be input to more than one transition.
In spite of these differences we have found that the formal approach used for analyzing firing sequences in Petri nets (e.g., Crespi-Reghizzi, 1976; Hack, 1975) can be useful also for threshold nets. Among the numerous formal models proposed for neuronal activity, the best known is the study by McCulloch and Pitts (McCulloch and Pitts, 1943) . In their "nerve nets," firing of "cells" and transmission of impulses are strictly synchronous, parallel firings are allowed, and cells are not able to keep memory of pulses arriving at different times.
Different approaches between nerve nets (NN) and our threshold nets (TN) result in opposite formal characteristics: while NN are synchronous, deterministic and parallel automata; TN are, like Petri nets, asynchronous, serial and nondeterministic.
We think that a realistic temporal analysis of neuronal nets is far more complex than the one proposed by McCulloch and Pitts, and could hardly fit in a formal analysis.
Thus we have preferred to avoid the problems of precise timing and synchronization: this is accomplished by considering as plausible tiring sequences all sequences which may occur for any tiring delays of enabled transitions. As tiring delays are unspecified our model is clearly nondeterministic.
Following Braitenberg's approach, in the first part of our work we consider all excitatory nets, convinced that this simplification may still lead to useful insight.
In the last chapter we shall consider nets with inhibitory connections too, and show the resulting increase in expressive power.
The paper is organized as follows:
-Definition of threshold nets.
-Study of main characteristics of firing sequences languages.
-Definition of new operators for TN.
-Study of the effects of changes in threshold and connections.
-Inhibitory nets.
-Concluding remarks.
Some uninteresting formal proofs, which are just outlined here, can be found in the thesis (Pistorello and Romoli, 1980) , which also contains some developments not included here.
Basic knowledge of formal language theory is occasionally assumed; the reader is referred to any standard textbook (e.g., Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969 Vt, t' E T, I(t) n I(t') = 0; 0 = output function, maps each transition t into the multiset' or bag O(t) of output places; S = the threshold, maps each transition t to a nonnegative integer w The state of an ETN is described by a marking M which maps each place p to a nonnegative integer. M can be extended to a set of places as follows:
It is convenient to visualize an ETN by a graphical representation like the one used for Petri nets (Fig. 2) , where places are represented by circles and transitions by bars.
There is an arc from each place in I(t) to t.
Similarly from t to each place p in O(t) there are #(p, O(t)) arcs.
Thresholds are written near each transition.
The marking which assigns m to a place p, is represented by m dots or tokens inside the node p.
A transition t is enabled if M(I(t)) > S(t).
An enabled transition t canfire generating the new marking M' such that,
The firing function f (A4, t) = M' if t is enabled in M, otherwise is undefined. In this model the firing of a transition t first clears the input places I(t); then each output place p receives as many tokens as there are arcs from t to P* In Fig. 2 Concerning time, we make the following assumptions:
-An enabled transition will fire after a finite, unspecified time.
-Firing is instantaneous.
-No two transitions may fire at the same time.
The behaviour of an ETN is characterized by the firing sequences. In the net of Fig. 2 Noticing that redistribution of tokens between input places of a transition does not affect its enabling (thanks to the conflict free hypothesis), we can merge all input places of any transition t in a single place pt, with no effect on firing sequences. 'it E T, M;(P,) = M,(W));
generate the same set of firing sequences. I
Therefore from now on we will always deal with nets in which each transition t has a single input place pt without loss of generality.
At this early point the reader should already realize that ETN behavior is very different from that of Petri nets.
We will show in Section 3 that ETN belong to the class of finite state automata, while it is known that Petri nets are more powerful (Hack, 1975) .
LANGUAGES GENERATED BY ETN
Firing sequences of an ETN can be considered as strings over the alphabet T.
DEFINITION 3. The language L generated by an ETN is
According to (Braitenberg, 1973 ) a subset of a neuronal network is a cell-assembly when the excitation of its elements is maintained without the contribute of external stimuli.
Accordingly, in our model a cell-assembly is a subnet which, with a particular initial marking and after severing all connections with the rest of the network, generates infinitely long firing sequences.
A prejix of a string x is any string y such that x = yz (x, y, z can be null).
If a string x is in L, then all prefixes of x are in L, too, since iff(M,, x) is defined, then so is f(M,, y). Therefore for convenience we shall assume that, for any language L that we define, L stands for the union of all preJxes of the strings of L.
Next we argue that an ETN is equivalent to a finite state machine, hence the language L is regular (or type 3).
Two markings M and M' of an ETN are undistinguishable if they generate the same firing sequences.
We argue that a sufficient condition for two markings M and M' to be undistinguishable is:
is enabled in both M and M'].
In fact if two markings M and M' satisfy condition (1), they enable identical sets of transitions. Whichever transition fires, the two markings M, and M; obtained satisfy condition (1). By induction, the sets of firing strings obtained from M and M' are identical. Condition (1) is not, however, necessary for undistinguishibility. Relation (1) and undistinguishibility are equivalence relations, which partition the set of all markings of an ETN into equivalence classes. By the previous reasoning the latter partition is coarser then the former.
Each equivalence class of the undistinguishibility relation can be identified with a state of the net; since the number of classes is smaller than the number of classes of partition (l), which is finite, it follows that an ETN is equivalent to a finite state automaton; however, not all finite state languages are generated by ETN. Proox Any regular or even finite language which does not contain all prefixes of its strings is not in 9 (ETN). 1
Reduction of an ETN to a finite automaton is not very useful, because it hides net structure; a more expressive description using regular expressions is next presented after some preliminary notation.
For reasons of simplicity we restrict the development to networks without self-loops, that is such that for each transition t, O(t) nI(t) = 0.
Although it is not true that for each ETN there exists an equivalent selfloop-free ETN, it is always possible to find a self-loop free net which is equivalent in a weaker sense, to be defined next.
An ETN N covers another N', if there exists a homomorphism h: T' + T such that, for any initial markings of N and N',
LEMMA 5. Given a ETN N, it is possible to construct a self-loop free net N' which covers N.
Proof: Let T, c T the set of transitions having a self-loop, and let T' = TV {t' 1 t E T,}, where t' are new symbols; P'=PU {p,,).
The input/output functions of N' are now defined:
Qt E T: I'(t) = I(t); Qt E T-T,: O'(t) = O(t);
Vt E T,, if r E Twith t # r: #O'(t,p,) = #O(t,p,)
#O'(&P,) = 0, ?w(t, Py) = +qt, Pt);
We define the homomorphism:
An example of this transformation is shown in Fig. 3 . 1 DEFINITION 6. An afferent of a transition t is a transition t' whose firing brings at least one token into pt.
The set of afferents of t is denoted by C(t). 
DEFINITION
7. An antecedent of t is a string in (T-(t})* whose firing is sufficient to enable t. Formally the set a(t) of antecedents of t is:
Because a(t) is an infinite set, we define the finite set A(t) of minimal antecedents of t.
DEFINITION 8. The set of minimal antecedents of t is: A(t) = {u E u(t) / no string derived from v by at least one erasure is in a(t)]. Clearly A(t) G (C(t))** 1
We must also recall the shuffle operator (Eilenberg, 1974 (Eilenberg, , 1976 is the set of all strings z = v, . w1 . a.. . v, . w,, where v, . ... . v,=v, WI . -.. . w, = w, and vi, wi E TX. Intuitively the shuffle of two independent sequences of events of unknown duration represents the totally time-ordered series of events. Using the shuffle we can express the antecedents of t as: (a> L= n L,~L,~, tET-(tQ) Proof. First we show that u EL au satisfies (a). Clearly u = t, . w, hence zi E LtO. To show that ZJ EL,, for any t, consider all occurrencies of t in v: v = w, .t*W2*t**~~.W,-t.Z, where for i = 1 )...) n, wi E (T-It})" and z E (T-{t})". Since u is a firing sequence, each firing of t must be enabled by the immediately preceding wi, hence wi E a(t).
Second, we show that a string v in ntsr-rtOj L,fY L,, is a firing sequence. Clearly u starts with t, since v E LiO. Since v EL,, for any t E T occurring in v, we can write v E a(t) . t . .. . . a(t) . t . so-. z, where t does not occur in z: therefore each occurrence of t is enabled.
Since each symbol in v is enabled u is a firing sequence. 1
We shall see in Section 5 that Theorem 9 holds also for inhibitory threshold nets.
The family of noncounting or aperiodical languages was introduced by
McNaughton and Papert (197 1).
These are regular languages which are recognized by a counter-free automaton, that is a finite state machine which cannot count modulo n, n> 1.
IIowever, such a machine may count up to a finite threshold. It is interesting, that among several formal characterizations of noncounting languages, there is one in terms of nerve nets, which are however quite different from ETNs. The next results relate ETN and noncounting languages. The regular automaton which recognizes the language a(t); with C,(t) we denote the set (t' E C(t) 1 #(pI, O(P)) = i}. 
L,o=go= (T-{to}). gi
It is straightforward that a(t) is noncounting since its reduced automaton (Fig. 4) does not contain any loop of length > 1. Therefore a(t) is noncounting. Expressing L, as:
we conclude that L,, hence L, is noncounting. The fact that the inclusion is strict follows from the proof of Theorem 4.
We recall the equivalent definition of a noncounting language: L is noncounting if there exists an integer k such that, if xykz E L, then every string xyhz with h > k belongs to L. For ETN languages, we prove next that:
If a language L E 9 (ETN) contains a string in x f sh(y*, z), x, y, z E T*, such that 'dt occurring in y, C(t) n z = 0 then to L belong all strings x . sh(y", z), n > 2.
ProoJ When a transition t E y fires, it empties all input places which must be replenished with enough tokens before the second firing of t. As z n C(r) = 0, t must be enabled by firing of transitions of y. Hence the loop formed by y is self-sustained and can fire an arbitrary number of times. i Intuitively, Theorem 11 shows that the constant k of the previous definition of noncounting languages can be always taken to be equal to 2.
CHANGES IN THRESHOLD AND TOPOLOGY
In some cortical models it is assumed that changes in threshold are required to account for attention mechanism and control of activity of neurons. On the other hand learning is usually associated with establishing or reinforcing synaptical connections.
The effects on net behavior of local variations in the values of S and 0 functions can be analyzed through the changes in the set of firing sequences.
When the threshold of some t E T increases from S(t) to S'(t) some
antecedents oft in the original net eventually become insufficient to enable t, causing deletion of some former firing sequences from L (ETN).
More precisely, let us consider the set of antecedents of t (see Definition 7)
as a function of the threshold s = S(t), a(t, s). Then for s' > s we have: a(t, s) = a(t, s')
where the two sets on the right-hand side are disjoint. By the same reasoning one could treat changes in the topology of the net, caused by addition or deletion of arcs. Languages of ETN can be classified in an infinite hierarchy based on values of threshold.
Let us denote by dip (ETN,) the family of languages of ETNs possibly with self-loops, in which the maximum value of S(t) is s.
We have the following:
THEOREM 12. Ifs < s' than 9 (ETN,)$ 4p (ETN,,). To show that inclusion is proper, let us consider the net of Fig. 5 . The language generated is the set of all possible permutations of ai, 1 < i <s', followed by 6.
It can be shown that no net with threshold less than s' can generate such a language (Pistorello and Romoii, 1980) . i *If we do not want to use self-loops, we can define a net whose language covers L(N) (Lemma 5); equality of L(N) and L(W) cannot be granted.
OPERATORS FOR ETN
Traditional language operators are not suited for use with ETN, because 9 (ETN) is not closed neither with respect to Boolean operators (union, intersection, complement), nor to catenation. THEOREM 13. The family 9 (ETN) is not closed with respect to Boolean operators am. catenation.
Proof. As nonclosure with respect to complement, union and catenation is straightforward, we shall only consider intersection.
As a counter-example let us consider the nets N, and N, of -Vt, t' E T,, #(pr, O,(t')) = maxb%+, W'>>, #(pt, W'>>l;
-Vt E T,, if t E T, n T2 then 5',(t) = min[,S,(t), s,(t)] else S,(t) equals s,(t) or s,(t); -b't E T,, M,(t) = max [M,(p,) 
An example is shown in Fig. 7 .
The language generated by N, is somewhat larger than the union of the languages generated by N, and N,. Proof. Let us call al(t), al(t), a,(t) the sets of antecedents of t, respectively, in N,, N2, and N3. Each string u belonging to al(t) U a,(t), for any t E T, U T2, also belongs to a,(t), since CXET(#(x, v) . #(p,, O,(x))) > maxi,I,2[#(pt, Oi(x))] > S,(t). Let us respectively call Ll,t, L2,t, L,,, the language related to t (see (b) of Theorem 9), in each net NI , N2, N3. 3
Since for any t E T,, al(t) U a,(t) C a,(t) we have:
Through some simple set operations, we derive:
Similarly we define the match of two nets. 
INHIBITORY TN
Inhibition is certainly a necessary ingredient of any brain theory. We have therefore studied some properties of threshold nets when inhibitory connections are allowed.
Next we propose two models of inhibitory threshold nets (ITN) with unbounded and bounded inhibition.
The following changes are made to the definitions of ETN. An arc from t to pt, can be inhibitory as well as excitatory. Upon firing of t, an inhibitory arc decrements the token count ofp,, by one. Accordingly the marking of a place can be also negative. DEFINITION 18. An inhibitory threshold net (ITN) is a system made of six components: P, T, I, 0, H, S, where P, T, I, S are as in Definition 1 (i.e.,  ETN) .
The excitatory output function 0 maps t into the multiset of excited output places.
The inhibitory output function H maps t into the multiset of inhibited output places. We assume that, for any t E T, O(t) and H(t) are disjoint, i.e., there exists no place p s.t. #(p, O(t)) > 0 and #(p, H(t)) > 0.
The disjointness hypothesis derives from neurophysiological evidence suggesting that a neuron receives from another one either excitatory or inhibitory pulses, but not both. The marking It4 maps each place p to a signed integer. A transition t is enabled if M(l(t)) > S(t). The Jiring of t generates the marking M', such that for each p,
The definition of the firing function f and of the language L. of firing sequences generated by a net remains the same as for ETN.
Moreover we assume that for any t E T, I(t) = {p,}. For each transition t we define the set CE(t) of excitatory afferents and CH(t) of inhibitory afferents as:
The union of CE(t) and CH(t) is the set of afferents of 1, denoted C(t). Since Definition 19 defines a set with the same properties of a(t) of Definition 6, with respect to firing of t, Theorem 9 holds also for ITN. Introduction of inhibition into net systems often causes a noticeable increase of computing power. For example, it is known (Valk, 74 ) that Petri nets become equivalent to Turing machines.
What is noteworthy of TN is that the increase due to inhibition is less sweeping. THEOREM 20. The family Y (ITN) of languages generated by inhibitory TN is properly included by the family of context-sensitive (i.e., type (1) languages, but not by the one of context-free (i.e., type (2) languages.
Proof. Every language L, is context-free, since it is straightforward to build a push-down stack automaton which recognizes it. Hence the language L, intersection of context-free languages, is context-sensitive.
An example is provided by the net of Fig. 8 , which generates {a"b"b+dc"c'e / n > 1) obviously not a context-free language. To show that inclusion is proper it suffices to consider that not all contextsensitive languages are closed with respect to the prefix operation.
1
To complete this section we consider threshold nets with bounded accumulation of tokens in places. Motivation for this variant comes from the observation that it is physically unsound to assume unlimited accumulation of tokens in a place: for this would amount to unlimited polarization or depolarization of a neuron body.
Consider an inhibitory net ITN and a positive integer k; a marking M, .i=l j=l i
If we substitute a(t) of Theorem 9 with a,(t), Theorem 9 provides an expression of L,(ITN, M,): this is obvious since Theorem 9 holds for ITN and Definition 22 restricts a(t) to the strings which meet the bound k on place pt. As for Y (ETN), it is possible to show the inclusion of Pk (ITN) in the noncounting languages.
THEOREM 23. The family Yk (ITN) of languages generated by ITN with bound k, is included by the noncounting languages.
ProoJ Following the pattern of the proof of Theorem 10, it is possible to show that (a) and (b) can be rewritten as star-free expression.
First we substitute every occurrence of (T -{t})* by the equivalent -0 . t . 0. Then consider the expression (a,(t) . t) and first prove that a,(f) is noncounting. Let us use in the following, for any w E (T -{t})* the notation e(t, w) instead of CXET [#(x, w) . (#(p,, O(X)) -#(pt, H(X)))] to denote the number of positive or negative tokens brought into pt by the transitions of w.
It is immediate to verify that e(t, v . w) = e(t, v) + e(t, w). The language a,(t) can be recognized by a finite-state automaton A such that: -A has 2k + 2 states:
Si, i = -k ,..., 0 ,..., k and S,,,, ;
state Si corresponds to the marking M(p,) = i and Shalt corresponds to trespassing the bound k in pI.
-S, is the initial state.
-States S,(,,, s SCtj+, ,..., S, are final states. -In state Si, the next state of A upon encountering t' E (T-{t})" is the state Sitew) if 1 i + e(t, t')/ < k else Shalt.
Note that the next state function in state Si for a string w in T* is, for every prefix u of w, if ji + e(t, v)j <k then Si+eCt,wj else Shalt.
Let us now assume that a string z = u . PV*~+ 'x E a,(t), where V, w, x E (T-(t})* and wf1.
It must be: e(t, w) = 0, since otherwise no string of the form v . VV*~+~X, with n>l, would belong to a,(t), because ie(t, KJ*~+")] > 2k and le(t, v . PV*~+')~ > k. Therefore the automaton, after analyzing the string v . Wan+ ', reaches either the state SeCt,vj or S,,,,. At this point, after encountering any further occurrences of w, it always returns to the same state. Hence for n > 2k + 1, v . writ i . x E a,(t) u v . w" + x E a,(t), that is a,(t) is noncounting. We can rewrite the expression &@) ' f)" = (a,(t) ' t ' !$) u (2 ' t * a,(t) ' t . 5).
Note that Pk (ITN) are noncounting but Theorem 11 does not apply to Yk (ITN).
As a particular case of Yk (ITN) we can consider the family Yk (ETN) of languages generated by excitatory TN with bound k.
The effect of the introduction of inhibition and of the bound k on the families of languages for different kind of threshold networks is summarized in Table I , which in position (j, i) lists an example of a language belonging to g-q.
Let us prove some of the cases in the table: of c, it follows that ab brings a positive amount of tokens intop,. Hence also Cab) "+ic should be a tiring sequence: a contradiction. EXAMPLE 2. L, = (ab . sh((ab)*, c))*. L, belongs to 9 (ETN) since it is generated by the net b of Fig. 9 . L, cannot belong to Q$ (ITN) or L$ (ETN), since c is enabled by the firing of ab. This means that, in every net which generates L,, a firing of ab brings some positive tokens into pc. As ab can fire any number of times before c, there is no bound on the marking of pc. To show that L, is not in _4p, (ETN) observe that pc must receive some excitation from a, and that the number of tokens in pc can grow unbounded (because of (ab)").
The relationship between the various families is summarized in Fig. 11 . Relationships between various families of languages.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The cell assembly theory of neuronic networks has motivated this work. We have introduced and formally characterized two sorts of threshold nets, derived from Petri nets, where the firing rules and the token game are modified.
The first model, excitatory threshold nets (ETN) includes only excitatory connections; the second one, inhibitory threshold nets, has excitatory as well as inhibitory connections. Our analysis of TN has obtained the following results.
Excitatory TN are reducible to finite state automata; sets, or languages, of firing sequences can be effectively described by regular expressions, and are strictly included by the noncounting languages already considered by McNaughton and Papert in connection with a simplified model of nerve nets. The family of languages of ETN is not closed with respect to Boolean operations and catenation, but we have introduced two new operators, overlap and match, to manipulate nets and languages, in a way suggestive of phenomena of growth, learning or damage of cortex.
An infinite hierarchy based on the values of threshold has been evidenced. The introduction of unbounded inhibition extends the generative power of ETN beyond finite state (type 3) and context-free (type 2) languages; the family of languages generated by inhibitory TN is strictly included by the context-sensitive languages (type 1).
If a finite bound on the amount of inhibition and excitation is inposed, the generative power of ITN and unbounded ETN are noncomparable.
On the theoretical side much work remains to be done on a precise characterization of threshold languages with respect to existing families of languages, in particular the aperiodic hierarchies (Brzozowski, 1971) .
To conclude let us make a disclaim: The formal models proposed were inspired by the cell-assembly theory of the brain, but this paper does not attempt to closely explain any cerebral or mental phenomena like associative memory, logical reasoning or learning. In our opinion a formal study of threshold nets should provide solid foundations for extending in the future the analysis to structured patterns of behavior in organized threshold nets.
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